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ABSTRACT:

Over 6.3 million acres (3.9 per cent of the province)2 of publicly owned Crown agricultural
lands in Alberta are leased to individuals or corporations for livestock grazing. Historically,
grazing lease holders in Alberta have received compensation from oil and gas exploration
when development is undertaken on lands that they lease. Compensation to leaseholders is
generally determined through privately negotiated agreements and this information is not
publicly available. Recently, one jurisdiction in Alberta adopted a mechanism similar to the
approach used in Saskatchewan for the treatment of compensation revenue from oil and gas
disturbance on public grazing land that limits the amount of compensation that leaseholders
can receive. This paper provides a review of the current policy for public lands grazing leases
in Alberta, and compares it with the approaches used in the Province of Saskatchewan and
Municipal District of Taber. We examine the implications of the alternative approaches and
provide a description of the number of wellsites on grazing leases and an estimate of the size
and distribution of compensation funds transferred from oil and gas operators under the
various policy approaches. While this paper provides detailed information on some aspects of
this issue, the Government of Alberta would have to determine whether or not the magnitude
of the revenue involved would be worthwhile to invest in other programs, given the challenges
that could be associated with legislative or regulatory change, transactions costs, transition
costs, and impacts on a sector that has faced economic shocks over the past two decades.
The government may also have to factor in the impact any changes in compensation
payments would have on the regional agricultural sector and potentially, provision of
ecosystem goods and services. Given the differences between approaches to compensation,
clear and independent information regarding the legislative and policy objectives around
compensation - and the potential consequences of policy change - should be useful in
informing discussions around this issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Alberta, a portion of publicly owned land is leased for agricultural uses, such as for grazing
livestock. Public grazing lands in Alberta pre-date the province itself.3 Much of this land
leased for the purpose of grazing is in the southern agricultural heartland of the province.
Many current grazing leaseholders have had livestock grazing operations on the same land
for decades; some farmers have had grazing leases in their families for over a century.
Crown grazing lands provide important environmental, social and economic benefits to the
Alberta public at large. Many Albertans believe that grazing lease lands require long-term
care, stewardship and protection as a provincial resource.4
Over the past two decades, there has been much debate about Alberta’s grazing leases,
including concerns about: public recreational access to Crown land; 5 leaseholder liability;
environmental protection; rental rates and their relationship to municipal taxes; and lease
tenure and transferability.6
An issue that has been highlighted recently, and at times in the past, is the compensation
collected by grazing leaseholders on Crown land from oil and gas companies for exploration
and development. Under the current system, grazing leaseholders are provided annual
compensation for loss of use of the land and for adverse effects by oil and gas operators.7 The
provincial Crown is provided a standard rental fee for the grazing rights, but does not share
as landowner in the compensation paid by the oil and gas operators to the leaseholders. This
legal arrangement contrasts with corresponding policies in other jurisdictions, notably with
those of the Province of Saskatchewan, and with the recently developed policy for grazing
leases on land owned by the Municipal District of Taber, Alberta. Thus, as it appears that
policies differ both across, and now within, provincial boundaries, we investigate the potential
implications of these alternative approaches.
The Government of Alberta has reviewed its direction around this issue in the past. In 1998,
Mr. Tom Thurber, Member of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta and chair of an Agricultural
Lease Review Committee, released a report containing policy recommendations for the
Government of Alberta related to compensation on grazing leases (the “Thurber Report”).
Following the Thurber Report, related legislation was debated and passed, with draft
regulations undergoing consultation – but the law never came into effect, and no changes
were made; the reasons for this departure from the originally intended direction are unclear.
Seventeen years after the Thurber Report’s release, there remains little publicly available
information on oil and gas compensation on public lands grazing leases in Alberta. Given the
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Municipal District of Taber’s adoption of a policy similar to that proposed by Thurber, and
Alberta’s current economic climate and examinations of new potential revenue sources,
discussions of this particular issue may arise again. Clear and independent information
regarding the legislation and policy around compensation, and the potential consequences of
policy change, should be useful in informing discussions around this issue.
This paper provides a background and context for grazing leases in Alberta, including the
extent of oil and gas activity on public lands grazing leases, in order to answer the questions:
1.   What are the differences between the current Alberta policy, Thurber’s
proposed policy, the policy adopted by the Municipal District of Taber and the
province of Saskatchewan’s approach to this issue?
2.   If Alberta changed its policy related to compensation (as proposed by Thurber or
as employed in other jurisdictions) what might the financial outcome be for the
provincial government and grazing leaseholders?
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2.

ALBERTA’S PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING LEASES

Grazing leases on Crown land in the western prairies were first granted to independent
ranchers in accordance with the Dominion Lands Act in the 1870s and predate the Province of
Alberta.8 Today grazing rights on public lands are governed by the Public Lands Act (RSA
2000, c P-40) and administered by Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP), formerly Alberta
Environment and Sustainable Resource Development (ESRD). The grazing lease is a legally
protected property interest and an important factor of production for many ranchers in
Alberta.
According to government figures there are 5,962 active Crown grazing leases on 5,221,363
acres across Alberta.9 This public land leased for grazing in Alberta’s White Area equates to
approximately 3.2 per cent of the province’s total land area10 but is estimated to provide as
much as 20 per cent of the grazing requirements for the province’s livestock.11 The average
size of a grazing lease is 876 acres,12 although this varies across regions (see Table 1.1 and
Figure 1.1). Some leases comprise multiple sections (640 acre units of land) while others are
smaller than individual quarter sections (160 acres).13
Table 1.

Number, total area covered and average size of Alberta’s grazing leases on Crown public lands
by Alberta Environment and Parks’ Operations Regions and Special Areas (for location map, see
Figure 1.2).
Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) Regions

Total Area
(acres)

Average
Lease Size

Total

Areas

(Province)

Lower
Athabasca

Upper
Athabasca

907

584

1,049

1,820

1,602

1,426

7,388

742,891

387,601

449,512

1,006,652

2,634,707

1,054,123

6,275,486

819

664

429

553

1,645

740

849

Peace

Number

Special

Red Deer North
Saskatchewan

South
Saskatchewan

(acres/lease)

In addition to those grazing leases on Crown lands administered by AEP, there are also
grazing leases in Alberta’s Special Areas. The Special Areas comprise a rural municipality
home to 5,000 residents in southeastern Alberta, spanning 5.1 million acres.14 The Special
Areas were established in 1938 by the provincial government to provide municipal services in
the area, which was hard-hit by drought during the Great Depression.15 The Special Areas Act
(RSA 2000, c S-16) establishes the Special Areas and their administration.16 Alberta Municipal
Affairs delegates administration of the Special Areas to the Special Areas Board through a
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Ministerial Order.17 Approximately half of the Special Areas are public lands administered by
the Special Areas Board: 1.6 million acres of Crown land, and 1 million acres of Tax Recovery
lands.18 There are currently 1,966 grazing leases on public lands within Special Areas. Of
those, 1,426 grazing leases are fully or partially located on Crown public lands.19

Figure 1. Public lands grazing leases in Alberta.
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The administration of grazing leases and the rights and responsibilities of grazing
leaseholders on public lands in Alberta is governed by a number of laws and regulations
including the Public Lands Act and Regulations.20 As Table 2 shows, grazing leaseholders face
some requirements that private land owners do not. Some of these requirements are
intended to generate a balance between livestock production and the protection of a broader
set of ecosystem services on public lands.
Table 2.

Some features of public land grazing leases in Alberta.

Feature

Description

Source

Grazing Lease
Tenure

Up to 20 year leases; issued to either an individual or a
corporation

Public Lands Act, s 102(1); Public
Lands Administration Regulation
(Alta Reg 187/2011) s 50(1)

Grazing Lease

Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) may renew upon

Renewal

application by the grazing leaseholder; AEP may add

Public Lands Administration
Regulation (Alta Reg 187/2011), s 17

to, vary or delete terms and conditions of the grazing
lease subject to the Public Lands Act, regulation and
any regional plan

Public Lands Act, s 43,114.1; Public
Lands Administration Regulation
(Alta Reg 187/2011), s 146(2)

Grazing Lease

Allowable only with written consent of AEP (AEP has

Transfer or
Assignment

the authority to reject an application to transfer or
assign); an “assignment fee” must be paid to AEP

Sublease

Allowable only with written consent of AEP; a sublease
cannot be further sublet

Public Lands Act, s 43(1); Public
Lands Administration Regulation
(Alta Reg 187/2011), s 146(4)

Annual Rent

Rates based on 1) grazing capacity of the land; 2)
average gain in weight of cattle on grass, and 3)

Public Lands Act, s 103; Public
Lands Administration Regulation
(Alta Reg 187/2011), Schedule 1

average sale price per pound of cattle; adjusted by
zonal per cent royalty
Property Taxes

Land under grazing leases are assessable as parcels
of land for taxation purposes

Municipal Government Act, RSA
2000, c M-26 (see s 290(3))

Range
Improvements

Grazing leaseholder may apply for assistance to
conduct range improvements

Public Lands Administration
Regulation (Alta Reg 187/2011), s 77

Grazing Lease as
Collateral

Grazing leases cannot be used as collateral for
mortgages without the written consent of AEP

Public Lands Act, s 43(1); Public
Lands Administration Regulation
(Alta Reg 187/2011) s 146-152

Access/Trespass

Grazing leaseholder must allow for recreational

Rights

access, except under prescribed circumstances

Recreational Access Regulation (Alta
Reg 228/2003) s 6

Surface Rights
Compensation

Industrial exploration and development companies
must obtain grazing leaseholder’s consent prior to
entering land; compensation payable to leaseholders
for entry (for both exploration and later development),
loss of use of the land, adverse effects and general
disturbance.21 Formal mechanisms exist in cases of

Surface Rights Act, s 25(1);
Exploration Regulation (Alta Reg
284/2006) s 8(1)(e); Exploration
Dispute Resolution Regulation (Alta
Reg 227/2003)

disputes between leaseholders and companies
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The Act sets out basic requirements for determining annual rent, based on the forage value of
the land (including the grazing capacity of the land, the average gain in weight of cattle, and
average sale price per pound of cattle during the previous year.22 Since 1960, 23 the province
has divided grazing leases into three administrative zones with differing fees (see Table 2),
set out in regulation.24 Annual rental rates for grazing leases are calculated based on animal
unit month (AUM) per region and have not changed or increased since 1994 (although
changes to the policy have recently been proposed).25
Table 3. Approximate rental rates for public lands grazing leases in Alberta.

Zone

Annual Rental
Fee/AUM

Estimated
Animal Unit
Month/Acre26

Approximate Rental

Average Estimated Annual

Fee/Acre

Rental Fee per Grazing Lease27

Zone A
(South Saskatchewan;
Special Areas28)

$2.79

0.25

$0.70

$849.56

Zone B
(Red Deer – North
Saskatchewan)

$2.32

0.30

$0.70

$384.89

Zone C
(Peace; Lower
Athabasca; Upper
Athabasca)

$1.39

0.23

$0.32

$198.87

The Act allows for the transfer (“assignment”) of leases between parties, subject to the
written consent of, and a registration fee payable to, AEP.29
The Public Lands Administration Regulation (Alta Reg 187/2011) outlines further
requirements for grazing leases30 (see Part 3 (Dispositions), Division 1 – Grazing
Dispositions.)31 The regulation requires grazing leaseholders to use ‘proper range
management and conservation practices’ and prohibits overgrazing of the land.32
Leaseholders have no right to compensation for anything done to comply with these
requirements.33 In accordance with the regulation leaseholders may apply to AEP to enter
into an agreement for range improvements on the land,34 and to that end may also apply for
‘assistance’ from the Minister in conducting range improvements,35 with the stipulation that
any such range improvements receiving assistance belong to the Crown.36 Leaseholders are
prohibited from clearing, breaking, ploughing, cultivating or disturbance the surface of the
leased land without AEP approval.37
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Public recreational use of public lands subject to a grazing lease is permitted, subject to the
Recreational Access Regulation (Alta Reg 228/2003)38 sets out rules for the public
recreational use of Crown lands under grazing leases, including disagreements over access.
Under the regulation, grazing leaseholders must allow access for public recreational use,
except under certain prescribed circumstances.39 The leaseholder may refuse access or
provide specific terms and conditions for entry under these circumstances (which include:
intention to camp, access by vehicle, or the presence of livestock in fenced pasture).40
Some provisions of the Public Lands Act apply to the Special Areas, including those related to
grazing leases in the Special Areas.41 Rules for grazing leases on Special Areas public lands
are outlined in the Special Areas Disposition Regulation (Alta Reg 137/2001). Terms for
grazing leases are 20 years, and can be renewed for additional terms of 20 years. 42 Similar to
grazing leases authorized under the Public Lands Act, grazing leases in Special Areas can be
transferred.43
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3.

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT ON PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING LEASES

Oil and gas exploration and on Alberta’s public lands subject to a grazing lease occurs across
all regions in Alberta.44 (Table 4).
In the Special Areas, mineral surface leases cannot be granted without the grazing
leaseholder’s consent, which the operation must acknowledge.45,46
Nearly half of provincial AEP grazing leases do not have any wellsites (2,894 leases, or 48.5
per cent), while a number of grazing leases (819 leases, or 13.7 per cent) have 5 or more
wells. The highest concentration of wellsites on grazing leases is in the South Saskatchewan
region, which accounts for 61.2 per cent of all wellsites on AEP Crown grazing leases.

Table 4.

Oil and gas wells on Alberta’s Crown land grazing leases (administered by Alberta Environment
and Parks [AEP] and Special Areas).
Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) Regions

Total Number
(wells)

Special

Total

Areas

(Province)

15,868

7,477

33,421

3

10

5

4.5

0.006

0.004

0.007

0.005

Peace

Lower
Athabasca

Upper
Athabasca

Red Deer North
Saskatchewan

South
Saskatchewan

1,417

1,855

905

5,898

2

3

1

0.002

0.005

0.002

Average Number
per Lease
(wells/lease)
Average Number
per Acre
(wells/acres)

In general, the number of wells per lease on Special Areas Crown grazing leases is slightly
higher (5.24 wells per lease) when compared to other public lands grazing leases in Alberta
(4.35 wells per lease).
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4.

COMPENSATION FOR PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING LEASES

4.1

Current Compensation for Oil and Gas Operations on Public Lands Grazing Leases in
Alberta

At common law, the right to work subsurface minerals includes by default the incidental right
to access the surface and employ all reasonable means to recover the minerals.47 In Alberta,
however, the Surface Rights Act requires oil and gas leaseholders and other operators to
obtain the express written consent of the owner and occupant prior to accessing the surface
of private or public land.48 If the parties fail to reach an agreement over the operator’s access
and the compensation payable to the surface occupant and owner, they may refer to the
Surface Rights Board, a provincial, quasi-judicial tribunal. The SRB has jurisdiction over
surface rights disputes, including the authority to issue an order granting an operator a right
of entry.49 On making a right of entry order the SRB holds a hearing to determine the
compensation payable under the Surface Rights Act to the surface occupant and owner.50
Grazing leaseholders are considered occupants whose consent is required under the Surface
Rights Act and the Public Lands Act before an operator can enter the surface and to whom
compensation must be paid.51 Grazing leaseholders are entitled to compensation for
interference with their rights on public lands grazing leases, including interference related to
wellsites, pipelines, lease access roads, power transmission lines and oil and gas facilities.52
Note that the empirical analysis in this paper is limited to wellsites only.
Operators and grazing leaseholders typically reach private, site-specific agreements
regarding entry and compensation.53 Energy companies generally make offers to landowners
or leaseholders based on the framework for compensation as set out in section 25 of Surface
Rights Act.54 Section 25 sets out the considerations the Surface Rights Board may take into
account in determining the amount of compensation payable in the case of dispute. These
include: market value of the land; loss of use of the land by owners or occupants; adverse
effects, which includes any nuisance and inconvenience to the owners or occupants; damage
to the land; and any other relevant factors.55 Under this framework, grazing leaseholders are
not eligible for compensation for market value of the land, but are eligible for compensation
for adverse effects, loss of use of the land, and damages to land, livestock or personal
property caused by operations.56
Other jurisdictions have different approaches to compensation on publicly owned land subject
to grazing leases, including the Government of Saskatchewan’s Agricultural Crown Land
Lease Policy and the Municipal District of Taber’s Tax Recovery Land Grazing Lease
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Agreements. These examples were selected due to similarities in environment, use of
agricultural lands and industrial development interests on public lands grazing leases,
although differences in management and compensation for grazing leases do exist.
In the late 1990s, the Government of Alberta examined changing the system of compensation
for industrial development on public land leased for agricultural purposes, including grazing
leases. The government undertook several years of public consultation, drafted and debated
legislation, and consulted on draft regulations proposed under the new law. The legislation
was never proclaimed and the proposed changes were not implemented.57 The reasons for
this remain unclear.
The following sections outline the Saskatchewan and MD of Taber examples, as well as the
proposed changes related to compensation for grazing leaseholders that were discussed in
Alberta the late 1990s. For an overview, see Table 5.

Comparing features of compensation paid by oil and gas companies for well sites on public land
Table 5.
grazing leases, under proposed and current frameworks. Further detail is provided in the narrative.
Jurisdiction/Source

Leaseholder:
First Year

Leaseholder: Annual

Government

2015 (current)
Government of Alberta

Privately negotiated between
grazing leaseholder and oil
and gas company

Privately negotiated between
grazing leaseholder and oil
and gas company (estimate:
$1,500 per year)

Standard royalty fee,
prescribed by the Minister
for the surface lease58

2015 (current)
Government of
Saskatchewan

$500 per wellsite*

Reduction in annual rental
fees of $200 per wellsite, to a
maximum of a 30 per cent
reduction in annual rental
fees, as long as the site is
active*

Land under surface lease
removed from the grazing
lease; developer pays
standard lease and rental
fees59

MD of Taber
(starting February 28,
2016)

$800 per surface mineral
lease*

$400 per surface mineral
lease*

100 per cent of all revenue
derived from the surface
mineral leaseholder

1998
Proposed: Thurber
Report60

$500 per well site

$300 per well site, capped at
the amount the leaseholder
pays in ‘yearly agricultural
fees’61

First year payment and
annual rental from the
developer

1999
Proposed: Charges
Regulation

$500 per acre or part thereof
for wellsites (the document
states that a “site” is typically
4 acres)

$300 for first 1-3 sites; $200
for next 4-10 sites, $100 for
over 10 sites, to a maximum
of $5000 per development

$500 per acre in the first
year, and $300 per acre in
subsequent years

* This compensation amount is paid to the leaseholder by the government (as landowner), rather than directly from the
industrial operator.
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4.2

Saskatchewan Agricultural Crown Land Lease Policy

In Saskatchewan, publicly owned provincial Crown lands are also leased for agricultural
purposes. Saskatchewan’s agricultural leases may authorize grazing livestock, growing
crops, harvesting hay, and establishing or operating a domestic game farm on publicly owned
lands in the province.62 Crown agricultural leases are governed under the Provincial Lands
Act, SS 1978, c P-31 and Provincial Lands Regulations, Sask Reg 145/68, as well as the
Agricultural Leaseholds Act, RSS 1978, c A-12 and several Agricultural Crown Land Lease
policies.
General rules for grazing leases, including compensation to agricultural leaseholders,63 are
provided in the Provincial Lands Regulations.64 Three features of compensation are clearly
laid out in section 3.1 of the Provincial Lands Regulations:65
1)   the land subject to a surface lease (i.e., for oil and gas development) is withdrawn from
the agricultural lease for the period during which the surface lease is in effect;
2)   the Province of Saskatchewan66 will compensate the leaseholder;
3)   the leaseholder must continue to pay taxes as if the withdrawal had not been made.67
The standardized compensation amounts paid by the Government of Saskatchewan are
provided in the regulation. Currently, each holder of an agricultural lease from which land is
withdrawn for a surface lease is provided a one-time payment of $500 along with an
additional one-time payment of $500 for each subsequent well if more than one is drilled.68
Rather than direct annual payments, leaseholders are provided with a reduction in annual
base costs: $200 for each surface lease affecting the agricultural lease; 69 as well as $200 for
the second producing well and each subsequent producing well70 to a maximum annual lease
reduction of 30 per cent of the total annual charges otherwise payable. 71 As in the Province of
Alberta, industrial operators must negotiate directly with agricultural leaseholders to
compensate for damages (such as crop losses occurring as a result of development,
construction, operation or maintenance as per the surface lease).72
Rent and penalty on land leases contributed over $24 million to Saskatchewan’s Ministry of
Agriculture revenues in 2011/12, amounting to 16.8% of the total revenue for the ministry.73
This amount is inclusive of rent and compensation payments on all agricultural lease lands
(i.e., grazing and crop leases).
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4.3

Tax Recovery Lands in the Municipal District of Taber

Since the 1930s, the Government of Alberta has held in trust and managed ‘Tax Recovery
Lands’ as public lands on behalf of municipalities.74 As of 2011, Alberta Environment and
Parks (AEP) stated that 84,000 acres of tax recovery land remained to be transferred back to
municipal authorities, involving 250 grazing leases and 1,300 industrial dispositions.75
The Municipal District (MD) of Taber began a process in 1996 to transfer administration of
remaining Tax Recovery Lands from the provincial government to be concluded in 2016. In
February 2011, the MD of Taber stated 54,845 acres of its Tax Recovery Lands that had been
leased to local grazing leaseholders by the Government of Alberta would be transferred back
to the MD.76
The MD of Taber stated that it would continue leasing Tax Recovery Lands to current grazing
leaseholders upon transfer of title to the municipality. The MD of Taber developed its own
system of rules for how it will provide compensation for the now-locally-authorized grazing
leases. Background materials and a template lease agreement were made publicly available
in February 2011.77
New grazing lease agreements with the MD of Taber include an initial period where previous
(provincial) guidelines for compensation are maintained. Beginning February 28, 2016, all
compensation from existing surface leases will be paid directly to the MD of Taber.78 The
municipality will provide leaseholders with payment for inconvenience, loss of use and
adverse effects amounting to $800 per surface mineral lease in the first year; and $400 each
year thereafter.79 All other revenue collected from the surface lease would “be used for
municipal purposes for the benefit of the citizens of the municipality as a whole.”80 The terms
of the MD of Taber grazing leases make it clear that in the event that the municipality is able
to negotiate higher compensation rates with an oil company, additional funds would be
retained by the municipality.81

4.4

Proposed Frameworks for Compensation for Alberta Grazing Leases

Agricultural Lease Review: The Thurber Report
On March 26, 1997, Premier Ralph Klein appointed Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA)
for Drayton Valley-Calmar, Mr. Tom Thurber, to chair a review committee that would
undertake consultation on the issues surrounding agricultural leases in the province,82 with
special emphasis on grazing lease issues.83
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In May 1998, the Agricultural Lease Review Committee released an Interim Report (the
“Thurber Report”) outlining its findings, providing initial recommendations to the Legislature,
and soliciting further public feedback.84 Some key recommendations included topics such as
recreational public access to grazing lease land, leaseholder liability and lease tenure. The
Thurber Report also contained specific recommendations on several changes to leaseholder
compensation for resource exploration and oil and gas development.
The Thurber Report suggested that for oil and gas developments, the province as landowner
would collect all compensation previously paid to the leaseholder as well as required rental
payments.85 Grazing leaseholders would be provided with a first year reimbursement and
subsequent annual reimbursements from the operator (intended to offset pressures and any
necessary supervision by the leaseholder). The report suggests $500 per wellsite as a first
year reimbursement, and a $300 annual reimbursement for subsequent years.
The Thurber Report suggested that funds collected under the new scheme would flow into
the province’s general revenue fund, but some portion of this new revenue would be placed in
a ‘Conservation Resource Management Fund’ for the reimbursement of leaseholders, funding
of resource enhancements, resolving conflicts, as well as education and monitoring of
dispositions.
The Government’s response to the Thurber Report was published in November 1998. 86 The
government’s response provided a description of the issues raised during the review87 and
outlined actions the government planned to take to address these issues, including legislative
changes.

Proposed Charges Regulation under the Agricultural Dispositions Statutes Amendment Act,
1999
On April 1, 1999, Mr. Thurber introduced Bill 31, the Agricultural Dispositions Statutes
Amendment Act, 1999 in the Legislature.88 Similar to the recommendations in the Thurber
report, the omnibus Bill 31 proposed legislative changes related to public access to public
lands under grazing leases and compensation to grazing leaseholders for industrial
development.89 The Bill was discussed at length in the Legislative Assembly and in legislative
committees. During Third Reading debates in May 1999, a number of letters were tabled
from stakeholder groups asking for the government to delay the passage of the bill to
accommodate further public consultation,90 but Bill 31 passed Third Reading without such a
delay, on May 18, 1999.91
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In November 1999, the Government of Alberta released a document outlining draft
regulations under the Agricultural Dispositions Statutes Amendment Act, 1999.92 The
document proposed three new regulations under the Act: 1) Recreational Access Regulation;
2) General Regulation; and 3) Charges.
The proposed Charges Regulation outlined a new payment schedule for industrial operators
to both leaseholders and to the provincial government (for new developments or changes to
existing developments).93 For wellsites, the proposed regulation suggested that both the
government and a grazing leaseholder would receive $500 per acre in the first year (wellsites
were estimated at 4 acres per site). For annual payments, the proposed regulation suggested
a grazing leaseholder would receive $300 for the first 1 to 3 sites, $200 for the next 4 to 10
sites, and $100 for over 10 sites, while the government would receive $300 per acre annually.
The proposed regulation suggested a maximum amount of $5,000 per development payable
from operators to a grazing leaseholder (however, the term “per development” was not
defined.)94 The rates outlined approximated 75 per cent of the compensation that would be
have been provided to private landowners from oil and gas operators at the time.95
The Agricultural Dispositions Statutes Amendment Act, 1999 was never proclaimed and
therefore never came into force. It remains unclear why the Act and its draft regulations were
abandoned.
In 2003, Bill 16, the Agricultural Dispositions Statutes Amendment Act, 2003 was passed and
proclaimed into force,96 as well as related regulations under the Public Lands Act.97 This
legislation clarified rules for recreational access to agricultural public lands,98 as well as
processes for dispute resolutions between leaseholders and recreational users or
exploration activities.99 However, the issue of compensation for industrial development on
agricultural leases was not addressed.
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5.

ANALYSIS

5.1

Financial Effects of Selected Alternative Policy Options for Compensation on Alberta’s
Grazing Leases

Precise compensation rate values for grazing leaseholders across the province are not
available since compensation rates are determined through privately negotiated
agreements.100
To determine an estimated compensation rate, Surface Rights Board decisions were
examined. Over the past decade, ten Surface Rights Board decisions have addressed
compensation on grazing leases on Crown public lands in Alberta.101 Of these decisions, seven
dealt directly with compensation for wellsites and several noted the established ‘patterns of
dealings’ for compensation on comparable sites within a local region. A 2007 decision noted
that eight examples of $1,500 annual rate of compensation for wellsites on grazing lease
lands were “indicative of a general pattern of compensation to Crown grazing occupants
throughout the Province.”102 In the Board’s five most recent decisions related to
compensation to date, the annual rate of compensation for a wellsite on grazing lease lands
has been at least $1,500103 (with an average of $1,610). Note that we do not know whether
these values are accurate estimates of the costs imposed on grazing lease holders by
wellsites; such a calculation is beyond the scope of this study. These values reflect the
decisions made by the Surface Rights Board regarding comparable compensation
settlements.
Compensation rates for Special Areas grazing leases are also determined through privately
negotiated agreements. In recent Surface Rights Board decisions related to Special Areas
grazing leases, it appears the patterns of dealings (i.e., compensation amounts provided) are
similar to those administered directly under the Public Lands Act (described above).104 The
Special Areas Act defers to the Public Lands Act for much of its contents related to grazing
leases through regulation (Alta Reg 310/2003),105 including lease rental rates.106
This figure was further confirmed by maps created by the Farmers’ Advocate Office107 to
assist private landowners in negotiating compensation packages, which include adverse
effects, loss of use of the land, general disturbance and value of the land. Although grazing
leaseholders would not receive compensation for the value of the land, the $1,500 figure
selected is well within the dominant range of values presented in maps for annual
compensation for adverse effects alone.108
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For the purposes of this analysis, $1,500 per wellsite was selected as an estimate for current
annual compensation levels from oil and gas operators to grazing leaseholders across
Alberta, inclusive of both loss of use of the land and adverse effect payments, for both AEP
and Special Areas leaseholders.
The compensation rates presented in the analysis include annual rates only and do not
include “first year compensation,” which appears generally to be a one-time payment of
double the amount of the annual rate in the first year only (i.e., $3,000 in first year, and $1,500
each year thereafter). The analysis assumes that oil and gas companies provide
compensation for abandoned or non-operational wells, as long as these sites are not
reclaimed. These assumptions were made due to a number of supporting Surface Rights
Board decisions,109 including on grazing leases. In 2010, a Surface Rights Board decision
related to a non-producing well with no above ground facilities on a grazing lease in the
Medicine Hat region set the annual rate of compensation payable at $1,500.110
To calculate financial values over the long term, the lifespan of each well located within a
grazing lease was set at 30 years111 with year zero beginning at current time (i.e., the year
2013).112,113
At the estimated 2013/2014 annual rate of compensation of $1,500 per wellsite, grazing
leaseholders on Crown public lands in Alberta’s White Area (excluding Special Areas) would
currently receive an approximate $38.9 million annually from oil and gas companies. This
amounts to an estimated average compensation of $6,527 per grazing lease, with the largest
estimated amount of annual compensation paid on a single lease being $1,218,000 (for a
lease with 812 wells). When applied over a 30-year period (assumed to be the average
productive lifespan of a well in Alberta) at a 4 per cent discount rate, grazing leaseholders
would receive an estimated $699.8 million.
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Estimates for current compensation for oil and gas wellsites on Crown grazing leases on Alberta’s public
lands (Special Areas and public lands managed by Alberta Environment and Parks [AEP]).

Table 6.

Region
Public lands grazing leases

Annual Compensation

Compensation over 30-year
Wellsite Lifespan

$38,914,000 (±12,972,000)

$699,827,000 (±233,276,000)

Special Areas grazing leases

$11,216,000 (±3,789,000)

$201,696,000 (±67,232,000)

Total

$50,130,000 (±16,710,000)

$901,524,000 (±300,508,000)

administered by AEP

Note: A province-wide compensation payment range was provided for the current compensation scenario. The lower point of
the range is a conservative estimate – assuming an annual compensation payment of $1,000 per wellsite –of province-wide
compensation collected by leaseholders while the upper bound is a liberal estimate – assuming an annual compensation
payment of $2,000 per wellsite. The midpoint used a compensation rate of $1,500 per wellsite.

At an estimated 2013/2014 rate of $1,500 per wellsite, grazing leaseholders on Special Areas
Crown lands would currently receive $11.2 million annually from oil and gas operators – an
estimated average of $7,865 per grazing lease. When applied over a 30-year period (assumed
to be the average lifespan of a well in Alberta) at a 4 per cent discount rate, grazing
leaseholders in Special Areas Crown lands would receive an estimated $201.7 million (see
Table 3.2).
In aggregate, grazing leaseholders on Crown lands in Alberta are estimated to receive $50.1
million annually from oil and gas companies at the estimated 2013/2014 rate of $1,500 per
wellsite.

5.2

Compensation in Context

Compensation to grazing leaseholders serves both a legal and an economic function. From a
legal perspective, compensation serves as a remedy to protect the rights of the holder of a
grazing lease. A grazing lease is a legally enforceable interest in land and allows its holder to
maintain an action before the courts against anyone who infringes the rights granted to the
grazing leaseholder – be it the grantor of the grazing lease, or a third party.114 In Alberta, the
rights granted under a grazing lease on provincial Crown lands are modified by and subject to
the Public Lands Act. Importantly, the right of the grazing leaseholder to prevent or limit
access to the surface and the right to compensation for interference with the holder’s grazing
rights are governed by the legislation. The statutory framework and the reported decisions of
the Surface Rights Board make it clear that the amounts collected by grazing leaseholders
from operators are not meant to confer a windfall on the former, but are intended instead to
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make them “whole”, that is, to put the grazing leaseholder affected by energy operations in a
financial position as close as possible to the position they were in prior to entry by the
operator.115
From an economic perspective, the payments may be seen as transfers from the pockets of
energy operators to those of grazing leaseholders. The better view, however, is that the
payments serve an important allocative function by requiring energy operators to internalize
the external effect of their activities. The various uses to which Alberta’s public lands can be
put, including grazing and energy development, can be conflicting, and their reconciliation
poses a challenge to policymakers to ensure that the lands are used in the best interests of
Albertans. Both grazing and oil and gas development are activities of particular importance in
the province. Regarded independently of each other, each of these activities can produce
negative environmental impact as well as significant economic benefits. Properly set rates for
permission to engage in grazing, or in oil and gas development on public lands ensure that
these activities will be carried out only when their benefits exceed their costs. Conversely,
government rates which do not accurately reflect the true costs of the activities will result in
misallocation of resources to these activities (i.e., a market failure). When grazing and energy
development are permitted contemporaneously on the same public lands, their impact on
each other must be also considered. Specifically, oil and gas development should be allowed
on public lands, economically speaking, only when its expected benefits exceed the total costs
– including any harm to the existing users of the land. Compensation to grazing leaseholders
is an effective method of ensuring the benefits outweigh the costs.116
The long-standing practice of compensation by private negotiation provides assurance on the
one hand that grazing leaseholder is not made worse off (otherwise it will not give consent to
the energy operator), and on the other hand, that exploration remains economically viable
after payment is made to those parties adversely affected by it (or it will not take place). At
the same time, private negotiation takes place in the shadow of the Surface Rights Act, which
provides a mechanism for overriding an unreasonable or strategic veto by the existing user of
the surface. Economic theory further suggests that the prospect of paying statutory
compensation encourages operators to take measures to mitigate the impact of energy
development or to negotiate with existing users of the surface to take such measures (e.g.,
fencing), as the case may be, depending on who can take such measure in the most costeffective way. Insofar as the short- and long-term impacts on the surface are aligned,
compensation which encourages mitigation of such impacts is in the public interest overall. It
should be noted, however, that negotiation is not expected to be efficient if the rates charged
by the province for grazing or energy development are not set properly, or if the patterns of
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compensation awarded by the Surface Rights Board to grazing leaseholders, which private
negotiations follow, do not reflect the actual harm caused by energy developers.

5.3

Analysis of Selected Policy Options

In order to compare different potential options, the estimated rate of compensation to
Alberta’s grazing leaseholders of $50,130,000 is used as a “base case” to which alternate
policy approaches are compared. In these options, the amount retained by the provincial
government is assumed to be the difference between the estimated 2013/2014 level of
compensation and the amount the leaseholders were estimated to receive under different
scenarios (see Table 3.1).117

Province of Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan’s system differs from both those proposed in the Thurber Report and from the
proposed Charges Regulation. Rather than a direct monetary payment from oil and gas
operators, leaseholders are provided with a reduction in their grazing lease rental rate from
the provincial government. If Saskatchewan’s system were implemented in Alberta, grazing
leaseholders would receive $5,752,000 (an average of $778 per grazing lease; 11.5 per cent of
estimated 2013/2014 Alberta compensation values) in rental fee discounts and the provincial
government would retain $44,378,000 from compensation payments annually.

Municipal District of Taber
If the provincial government implemented the MD of Taber’s system, the provincial
government would retain an estimated $36,762,000 annually, and $13,368,000 would be
provided to leaseholders (an average of $1,809 per grazing lease; 26.7 per cent of estimated
2013/2014 Alberta compensation values). Of the alternate scenarios presented here, the MD
of Taber’s policy, if applied at the provincial scale, would provide the highest level of
compensation for grazing leaseholders.

The Thurber Report
The Thurber Report proposed a $300 annual compensation rate per wellsite to grazing
leaseholders, capped at a maximum of the entire rental fee paid by the leaseholder to
government. Applying this framework to Alberta’s 2013/2014 grazing leases, leaseholders
across the province would be collectively compensated at an annual rate of $9,687,000 (a
province-wide average of $1,311 per grazing lease; 19.3 per cent of estimated 2013
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compensation values). Compared to the baseline, the Government of Alberta could gain an
additional $40,443,000 of annual revenue from oil and gas operators.

Proposed Charges Regulation
The proposed Charges Regulation under the Agricultural Dispositions Statutes Amendment
Act, 1999 was perhaps the closest that the province came to passing a new system into effect.
Using the proposed policy, leaseholders would be provided $300 for the first 3 sites, $200 for
the next 4 to 10 sites, and $100 for over 10 wellsites, up to a maximum of $5,000. Applying
this system to Alberta’s current wellsites on grazing lease lands, this would result in
payments of approximately $4,605,000 to leaseholders per year (an average of $623 per
lease; 9.2 per cent of estimated 2013 compensation values). This would mean potential
revenues of an additional $45,525,000 compared to Alberta’s 2013/2014 system. The draft
Charges Regulation indicated the government would receive a separate compensation
payment of $300 per acre from the operator.
Scenarios for oil and gas wellsite compensation on Alberta’s Crown land grazing leases
(administered by Alberta Environment and Parks [AEP] and the Special Areas Board). Values are
based on current and proposed policies as well as policies from other jurisdictions.

Table 7.

Annual Compensation
Scenario

Compensation over 30-year Wellsite
Lifespan

Grazing

Provincial

Leaseholder

Government1

$50,130,000
(±16,710,000)2

n/a

$901,524,000
(±300,508,000)2

n/a

Government of
Saskatchewan

$5,752,000

$44,378,000

$103,436,000

$798,087,000

MD of Taber

$13,368,000

$36,762,000

$240,406,000

$661,117,000

Thurber Report (1998)118

$9,687,000

$40,443,000

$174,214,000

$727,310,000

Charges Regulation
(1999)

$4,605,000

$45,525,000

$82,817,000

$818,707,000

Current:
Government of Alberta

Grazing Leaseholder

Provincial
Government1

1. Note: All calculations of compensation for the provincial government presented in this table represent the
difference between leaseholders’ compensation in a given scenario versus the ‘base case’ of Alberta’s current
compensation framework.

Summary
All of the alternative models outside of the current Government of Alberta approach generate
smaller returns to leaseholders (Table 7).
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Allocation of annual compensation revenue for grazing leaseholders and the Government of Alberta under
selected policy options. The base case 2013 Alberta compensation system estimates 100 per cent of $50.1
million to grazing leaseholders (see text for further description).

When broken down on a per-lease basis, Alberta’s public lands grazing leases receive
approximately $6,785 in compensation funds from oil and gas operators annually (based on
an average 4.52 wellsites per lease in the province). Average compensation values per lease,
however, do not accurately represent the compensation payments received by each
leaseholder. This is due to the current distribution of oil and gas wells across the province’s
Crown grazing leases. For example, approximately 45 per cent of the province’s grazing
leases (or 3,312 of 7,388) currently have no oil and gas wellsites and receive no surface
compensation payments.
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Figure 3.

Oil and gas well density on Alberta's public lands grazing leases (in Special Areas and Public Lands
administered by Alberta Environment and Parks.).

Under the policy scenarios considered, the top 30 per cent (i.e., 70th percentile, or 2,217 of
7,388) of grazing leases collect as much as 93 per cent of the total annual compensation
payments to all leaseholders, and the top 2 per cent (i.e., 98th percentile, or 148 of 7,388) of
leases collect as much as 50 per cent of the total compensation paid to leaseholders (Figure
3, Table 8). The Charges Regulation had the most equal distribution of compensation
payments. This results from the policy’s payment cap of $5,000 per lease per year.
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Distribution of compensation amounts collected by grazing leaseholders for oil and gas
wellsites on Crown public lands (AEP and Special Areas).

Table 8.

Percentile (Number of Leases)
Scenario
All Leases
(7,388)

70th (2,217)

80th (1,478)

90th (739)

95th (370)

98th (148)

99th (74)

Compensation
Collected

$50,130,000

$46,739,000

$43,932,000

$38,408,000

$32,516,000

$24,587,000

$19,107,000

(% of Total
Compensation
Funds)

(100%)

(93%)

(88%)

(77%)

(65%)

(49%)

(38%)

of

Compensation
Collected

$5,752,000

$5,317,000

$4,967,000

$4,323,000

$3,678,000

$2,811,000

$2,198,000

Saskatchewan

(% of Total
(100%)

(92%)

(86%)

(75%)

(64%)

(49%)

(38%)

$13,368,000

$12,464,000

$11,715,000

$10,242,000

$8,671,000

$6,556,000

$5,095,000

(100%)

(93%)

(88%)

(77%)

(65%)

(49%)

(38%)

$9,687,000

$9,011,000

$8,452,000

$7,379,000

$6,264,000

$4,801,000

$3,747,000

(100%)

(93%)

(87%)

(76%)

(65%)

(50%)

(39%)

$4,605,000

$3,927,000

$3,366,000

$2,407,000

$1,557,000

$740,000

$370,000

(100%)

(85%)

(73%)

(52%)

(34%)

(16%)

(8%)

Current:
Government
of Alberta

Government

Compensation
Funds)
District of

Compensation
Collected

Taber

(% of Total

Municipal

Compensation
Funds)
Thurber

Compensation

Report (1998)

Collected
(% of Total
Compensation
Funds)

Charges

Compensation

Regulation

Collected

(1999)

(% of Total
Compensation
Funds)

The amounts presented here are likely to underestimate financial implications of the
alternatives. This analysis includes oil and gas wellsites only, while compensation can be
provided to grazing leaseholders for other private infrastructure, including pipelines, lease
roads, transmission lines and oil and gas facilities. Further, the analysis includes no new
wells and, therefore, no first year compensation payments which, while variable, are often
higher than the subsequent annual compensation rates. As compensation may be paid on
non-producing or abandoned wells, the 30-year well lifespan may also be an underestimate.
In the data used for this analysis, the average age of a well on a grazing lease was 21 years,
while 27.7 per cent of wells on AEP Crown grazing lands were over 30 years old (with a
maximum age of 102 years old, drilled in 1911).
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6.

DISCUSSION

The preceding analysis illustrates the various outcomes that could arise through the use of
alternative systems of compensation on Alberta’s Crown grazing leases.
Overall, applying any of the alternate models presented would result in less revenue for
grazing leaseholders, and additional revenues to the Government of Alberta. Applying
alternate policy scenarios for compensation of wellsites on grazing leases – such as the
public land grazing lease policy in place in Saskatchewan or in the MD of Taber – shows that
revenues to the Government of Alberta or losses to grazing lease holders could be of the
magnitude of $37 million to $45 million annually. Over the average 30-year productive
lifespan of individual wells, this could amount to between $661 million and $818 million. This
amount may be an underestimate, as it does not include compensation revenue for
infrastructure beyond wellsites.
The analysis has also shown that the majority of compensation funds are concentrated to a
small number of grazing leases located in particular geographic regions. While nearly half of
the province’s public lands grazing leases do not contain wellsites, a small number of grazing
leases contain many wellsites. Therefore, any change in policy would have a disproportionate
impact on a small number of grazing leases, and have little or no impact on the majority of
grazing leases. In this analysis, the only policy that addressed the uneven distribution of
compensation funding across grazing leases was the 1999 draft Charges regulation, which
provided for an annual payment cap of $5,000 per grazing lease, regardless of the number of
wellsites on the grazing lease. This particular policy could disproportionately impact larger
grazing leases because the payment cap was linked only to the lease, rather than the density
of wellsites.
There are a number of ways the Government of Alberta could change its direction around
grazing leases, including through legislative changes to the Public Lands Act, Surface Rights
Act, regulations, or through policy changes. Each of these changes would have associated
challenges and risks, including transition costs associated with moving to a new regime.
There are consequences to both maintaining the current system and to moving to alternate
models for compensation for oil and gas activity on public lands grazing leases (Table 9).
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Table 9.

Possible consequences related to oil and gas compensation on public lands grazing leases in
Alberta.
Current System

Alternate Models

Distribution of Oil

Compensation in privately-negotiated
agreements between oil and gas

and Gas

operators and grazing leaseholders

Revenue and

•  

•  

Increased Crown revenues (that could be reinvested in the region to improve public
lands and target provision of ecosystem
services; or in general revenues to address

Compensation
Funds

•  

other needs)
Decreased revenues to agricultural
producers at the local level, with potential
downstream effects on agricultural
revenues and regional impacts

Bargaining and

•  

Individual leaseholders are likely to

•  

Unclear if the payments to agricultural
producers cover the costs of disturbance

•  

Potentially decreased transactions costs

have better information on the impact
of disturbances and may be in a better

representation

with standardized rates

position to bargain for appropriate
compensation to address surface
disturbances; thus compensation
agreements may better reflect the
opportunity cost of disturbance
(assuming government and Surface
Rights Board rates are set correctly)119
Transparency

•  

Compensation in privately-negotiated
agreements, information not publicly

•  

Increased transparency in compensation
funding arrangements on public lands

available
Trade

•  

Compensation could provide an
advantage to grazing leaseholders
versus private landowners when costs
are compared (trade implications),
although the trade implications of the
current system were viewed as de
minimis (small) by a U.S. ruling.

Moving to an alternate compensation model would result in increased revenues to the
provincial government, and reductions in overall compensation funds from oil and gas
operators to grazing leaseholders. This could potentially have downstream implications to
agricultural revenues, depending on how the “new” revenue was collected and used by the
provincial government. Additional revenue collected by the Government of Alberta could be
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allocated in a way that could benefit both grazing leaseholders and the public at large. For
example, the 1998 Thurber Report suggested that funds recovered through the new system
would be shared between the government’s general revenue fund and a new “Conservation
Resource Management Fund” that would provide funds to reimburse grazing leaseholders,
fund resource enhancements, resolve conflicts, monitor dispositions and fund education and
outreach. Such a fund could be better targeted to improve ecosystem services arising from
public land and could offset the cost of provision of such services by grazing leaseholders.
Similar to the Province of Saskatchewan, the Government of Alberta could remove the area
subject to the subsurface lease from the grazing lease. Bargaining for compensation revenue
by the provincial government, rather than by grazing leaseholders, could have benefits and
drawbacks. Since the leaseholders would no longer negotiate with the oil and gas sector for
compensation, it is unclear that the compensation payments would cover the actual
disturbance. Transactions costs may be saved with compensation amounts set in policy or
regulation rather than determined in private negotiations for individual wellsites. The impact
of oil and gas disturbance on public lands, with respect to the public interest, could possibly
be better represented through government-led negotiations with oil and gas companies for
compensation. However, revenue could be lost or gained depending on the success of the
government in negotiating with oil and gas companies for province-wide compensation
values. Individual bargaining, because of the individual knowledge of the land by leaseholders
might result in revenues closer to the true impact of damages than could be achieved by
province-wide compensation. Leaseholders may also be in a better position to negotiate
damages related to the future liability, for example, the future loss of annual payments due to
bankruptcy of an oil and gas company.
Another possible issue is whether or not the current oil and gas revenues from public lands
grazing leases might confer a subsidy. The United States Department of Commerce and
International Trade Commission undertook a Countervailing Duty Investigation in 1998 and
1999120 in response to a petition filed by the Ranchers-Cattlemens Action Legal Foundation.
The investigation found that grazing leases conferred a subsidy – due to the difference
between the grazing lease rental rates and the compensation funds provided by oil and gas
activity - and was therefore countervailable under United States trade law. Alberta’s grazing
leases, inclusive of oil and gas compensation revenues, comprised the highest per cent
countervailable subsidy of all the programs examined. The total estimated net subsidy for
each product under investigation was found to be ‘de minimis’ and the investigation
terminated. Alternate systems may be less likely to be subject to claims of subsidization. As
noted above, the province is also in the process of examining and revising rental rates for
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grazing leases, which may also address some of the broader concerns related to
subsidization. Modification of the current system to directly compensate for maintenance or
improvement of ecosystem services may also serve to address concerns about subsidization.
Lastly, Alberta’s current framework for grazing lease compensation lacks transparency when
compared to policy frameworks in other jurisdictions and even other resource policy areas of
Alberta. For example, in Saskatchewan, it is clear how much money public lands grazing
leaseholders are being compensated for oil and gas activity across the province – while in
Alberta, this information is virtually impossible to obtain. Estimates provided here were
simplified to $1,500 per wellsite across the province, while in practice; large variations could
exist across regions and within private agreements.
Further transparency may assist in reducing the confusion and controversy surrounding this
issue. Another Alberta example of compensation provided by the oil and gas industry to a
Crown disposition holder – in a more transparent manner – is in the forest industry. In
Alberta, forest management agreement holders on Crown land are eligible to be
compensated for timber damaged during other industrial development and/or operations in
the management area, such as oil and gas development.121,122 The forestry industry and
energy companies work together to develop appropriate methods and compensation amounts
to be paid, through the Joint Energy/Utility and Forest Industry Management Committee
(JMC) independent of government.123 The annual timber damage assessment values for
different types of forests across the province are provided publicly on a government
website.124 Alberta’s cooperative and transparent approach taken in the case of Timber
Damage Assessment may be worth further research or consideration in application to
grazing leases.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described grazing leases on publicly owned Crown lands in Alberta, and
current oil and gas activity on these grazing leases. This paper has also estimated
compensation from oil and gas operators to grazing leaseholders on public lands, and
examined alternate compensation models that exist in other jurisdictions or have been
proposed for Alberta in the past.
If any of the alternate models were to be applied across the province, less overall
compensation would be provided to grazing leaseholders than under current Alberta policy,
although this would impact a small proportion of grazing leaseholders due to the unequal
distribution of oil and gas wellsites across grazing leases. More revenue could be generated
for the provincial government, which could have the potential to provide more public benefit
than currently exists – depending on how the “new” revenue would be used.
This analysis was not intended as policy advice. Instead, this information was gathered in the
hopes of providing a clearer picture of the current situation in Alberta and to contrast it with
alternate models being used elsewhere. The Government of Alberta will have to determine
whether or not the magnitude of the revenue involved (estimated at $37 to 45 million annually
for compensation on oil and gas wellsites) would be worthwhile to invest in other programs,
given the challenges that could be associated with legislative or regulatory change,
transactions costs, transition costs, and impacts on a sector that has faced economic shocks
over the past two decades. The government may also factor in the impact any changes in
compensation payments would have on the regional agricultural sector and potentially, on
ecosystem services provision. The relationship between payments to grazing leaseholders for
wellsites and rates charged for grazing and energy development should also be considered
as the efficiency of negotiation will be affected by inappropriate grazing and energy fees.
Given the financial and political risks involved with this issue, the Government of Alberta
should first understand and clearly articulate its management objectives for grazing leases.
Future research should address additional questions related to oil and gas compensation on
public lands grazing leases, and could further examine other social, economic or
environmental outcomes of alternative models of compensation.
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This calculation is a simplification of reality for three primary reasons: (1) most wells in the data set were completed prior

to 2013 and may therefore receive compensation payments for less than 30 years; (2) 30 years is the assumed productive life
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A real discount rate of 4 percent was used to calculate the net present value (NPV) of the compensation payments over

this 30-year period. While leaseholders may request a compensation increase from oil and gas operators at five-year
intervals (see Surface Rights Act, RSA 2000, c S-24, s 27), this analysis assumed that increases in compensation payments
would simply reflect inflation-adjustments. As a result, a real compensation value of $1,500 was used throughout the 30year compensation period.
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There remains in Alberta some uncertainty regarding the exact legal essence of a grazing lease under the Public Lands
Act. Analysis suggests that like mineral “leases”, the grazing lease is a profit a prendre – an incorporeal hereditament (i.e., a
non-possessory interest in land) consisting of the right to take the fruit of the land of another (see Arlene Kwasniak, Alberta
Public Rangeland Law and Policy (Edmonton: Environmental Law Centre, 1993). In one case, however, the Court of Appeal of
Alberta characterized the grazing lease as a leasehold estate, that is, the right of the leaseholder to exclusive possession of
the lands granted for term stipulated in the grant (see Patton v OH Ranch Ltd., 1996 ABCA 294 (CanLII). For the purpose of
this report, it is not necessary to settle this question; suffice it to recognize that the grazing lease is a legally enforceable
interest in land.
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ownership and right of use and enjoyment of the said land. Notwithstanding any inherent right of the Operator to
occupy such part of the surface as may be necessary to remove or transport a natural resource in the public
interest, the exercise of that right has created an interference and a disturbance to the landowner's vested right of
use and enjoyment of the surface of the land. It is this disturbance to the vested interest of the respondent
landowner that attracts an award of compensation, together with any incidental losses and damages arising from
that disturbance to the owner's use and enjoyment of the surface in his farming operations.” (Imperial Oil

Resources Limited v Alberta (Sustainable Resources Development), 2006 ABSRB 167 (CanLII))
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See Ronald H. Coase, “The Problem of Social Cost” (1960) 3 J Law & Econ 1.
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Note: In some alternate policy scenarios, compensation is provided in acres rather than by wellsite; in these cases,

compensation was determined on a per wellsite basis by using a four acre per wellsite conversion factor. In the proposed
“Charges Regulation,” the document states that a “site” is typically 4 acres (See supra note 92).
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Thurber et al, supra note 13 at 10.
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See discussion in section 5.2 for additional information.
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Federal Register 64 (204), Friday, October 22, 1999, online: United States Department of Commerce
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Forests Act, RSA 2000, c F-22, s 16(2).
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Unlike compensation to grazing leaseholders by oil and gas operators, the payments from energy companies to forest

management agreement holders is strictly for losses or damages due to oil and gas activity (for the value of the standing
timber, annual allowable cut and the cost of future reforestation), not for adverse effect or loss of use of the land.
Alberta Environment and Parks, Website: Timber Damage Assessment, online: Alberta Environment and Parks
<http://aep.alberta.ca/lands-forests/forest-management/timber-damage-assessment/default.aspx>
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“Private parties may also choose to use the JMC’s TDA values as the basis for determining compensation for
damages to timber but they are encouraged to undertake their own research in order to understand whether or not
the tables are appropriate for their circumstances and then to use the tables at their own risk.
“Determining timber damages for privately held rights is ultimately a matter for private negotiation between the
affected parties.”
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Developed independently and submitted to AEP. See Alberta Environment and Parks, supra note 122.
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